
Testing of Vermione Creams at Dermatology Clinic DermaEthetic s.r.o. 

 

MUDr. During her 17 years of experience, Hana Šulcová MBA has tried a number of 

dermatocosmetics and therapies to address not only dermatovenerological problems but also the 

use of classic cosmetics. 

  

1. Doctor, how long have you known Vermione with bioactive enzymes? 

      I have not known these products for a long time, I have been cooperating with the company for 

about 1 year, but even in such a short time I have to admit that they positively approached me and 

convinced them not only of healthy individuals but also of clients with various dermatovenerological 

problems. 

  

2. Given your practice, you certainly have a great deal of experience. How did Vermione 

reach you? 

      The most important for me are back references from my clients, which are very positive and then 

of course the uniqueness of the composition of these preparations based on active enzymes because 

their use in cosmetics is not frequent due to their instability and thus very poor workability. 

On the Czech market and as far as I know the world market is a unique composition. 

  

3. For which diseases have you tried these products? 

       Most of my clients have acne symptoms, scars, stretch marks and some clients have tried these 

products as prevention or in wrinkles. We also have very nice results when dealing with burns. I tried 

these products both in monotherapy and in combination with other products and the result was 

always very positive and convincing not only for me but also for my clients and convinced me about 

my position on the market. 

 

 

 



 

 

4. How fast do products work? 

       This was another very pleasant observation that I observed and that the products work quite 

quickly compared to many other similar products. After about 3-4 weeks, we have already seen a 

very significant improvement in some dermatoses, and during use I have not even noticed the need 

to interrupt or even stop treatment for an adverse reaction or poor tolerability. 

At the same time, however, it must be added that due to a small sample of clients, this was certainly 

not a significant study type project, but I believe that the results would be similar. 

  

 

5. Do you have a favorite among Vermione products? 

       I have to say that after a relatively short time I joined these products and I stayed with them. 

In general, I usually choose Vermione Gel or Alpha Moisturizing Cream over the day, and Vermione 

Beta for the night. 

I am very satisfied with all these products and I am glad that I had the opportunity to get to know 

them and try them out with my clients, thus extending the spectrum of recommended quality 

dermatocosmetics. 

                                                                                             

                                                                                                 MUDr. Hana Sulcova MBA, DermaEthetic s.r.o. 

 

 


